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www.gsc2017.org

The Global Spine Congress  
heads to Europe

Preliminary 
program 
is now 

available!

In a previous life  
this toner cartridge  
was a toner  
cartridge.
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AOSpine Events—  
Cervical Spine

Education

June 1, 2017
Webinar, Dübendorf, Switzerland
Chairperson: John Duff

AOSpine Principles Webinar—
Cervical Disc Replacement

April 3-4, 2017
Barcelona, Spain
Chairperson: Jesus Lafuente

AOSpine Advanced Symposium—
Managing the Complex Cervical 
Spine Junction to Junction

September 22-23, 2017
Bern, Switzerland
Chairpersons: Lorin Benneker  
and Benjamin Gantenbein

AOSpine Masters Symposium— 
Novel and Emerging Technologies 
in Translational Medicine

April 7-8, 2017
Santiago, Chile
Chairperson: Ratko Yurac

AOSpine Advanced Symposium—
Cervical Spine 

July 4, 2017
Virtual, Argentina
Chairperson: Néstor Fiore 

AOSpine Advanced Webinar— 
Upper Cervical Spine Fractures

March 30-31, 2017
Prague, Czech Republic 
Chairperson: Zdenek Klezl

AOSpine Advanced Symposium—
Ageing Spine: Lumbar and Cervical 
Degeneration, Deformity and 
Fragility Fractures

February 24, 2017
Cartagena, Colombia
Co-Chairpersons: David Meneses  
and Fernando Alvarado

AOSpine Advanced Trans-congress 
Seminar SCCOT—Cervical 
Degeneration and Sagittal Balance

April 8-9, 2017
Shanghai, China
Chairperson: Wen Yuan

AOSpine Masters Symposium—
Cervical Spine

February 17-18, 2017
CAMLS Tampa, Florida
Chairpersons: Dean Chou, MD  
and Phillip Storm, MD
Registration website: www.aona.org

Complex Cervical Spine Surgery  
and Complication Management 
(with Hands-on Bioskills Lab)

June 3, 2017
Beijing, China
Chairperson: Yu Sun

AOSpine Masters Symposium— 
OPLL & Cervical Degeneration

A world of  
networking  
opportunities
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FLYERS

Note: Your code is personal and untransferable after activation. Codes must be activated 
before 07/11/2016 expiry date. No credit card is required, or any additional complications.

1. Activate your Azure Pass at http://www.microsoftazurepass.com 
You can find your exclusive code below.

2. Get to know what you can do with Microsoft Azure at  
http://aka.ms/imaginestudent

3. Visit the GitHub site for free technical resources  
https://aka.ms/githubcomputerscience 

 and keep up to date with the UK Microsoft Faculty Connection blog  
https://aka.ms/academicdeveloper

Microsoft beautiful game 

Microsoft imagine cloud

Microsoft beautiful game illustration

Microsoft imagine cloud inside



BROCHURES

The North Wessex Downs is a tranquil yet stunning landscape of rolling chalk downlands, 
forests, woods and dales. Beech woodland crowns the tops of many of the downs providing 
wonderful panoramic views for miles around. Thinly populated, the downs project a feeling of 
remoteness and timelessness. In the vast skies above, skylarks, lapwings and majestic birds of 
prey can be seen.

The world famous Uffington White Horse and Avebury Stone circle are located on the Ridgeway 
path running across the north of the region along with many other ancient barrows and hill forts.

Close to major conurbations, the Downs is the ideal place to get away from it all and enjoy 
the freedom of the countryside while respecting the environment. There are many footpaths, 
horse riding trails and cycle paths criss-crossing the landscape and taking in many of the best 
views and ancient monuments. If you prefer to travel by water you can hire a canal boat or go 
canoeing along the Kennet and Avon Canal. 

The North Wessex Downs has a great industrial heritage. At the Crofton Pumping Station on the 
Kennet and Avon Canal, you can see the world’s oldest steam engines or visit the only working 
windmill in Wessex at Wilton. There are also fine country houses. Highclere Castle (Downton 
Abbey) has impressive staterooms, an Egyptian exhibition and wonderful grounds to walk.

The picturesque market towns and villages of the Downs have much to offer. If you like  
browsing antiques there are lots of dealers in Marlborough, Hungerford and Pewsey. For those 
with an interest in history there are fascinating museums and visitor centres in Devizes, Pewsey, 
Wantage and Whitchurch. During the summer, many of the towns and some of the larger 
villages have music and arts festivals, carnivals plus special events around Christmas.

Overview of The North Wessex Downs

Photograph: North Wessex Downs

Photograph: North Wessex Downs Photograph: Anne Seth

Photograph: David Crosby Photograph: Abby George

North Wessex Downs brochure

North Wessex Downs illustrations for PowerPoint

North Wessex Downs brochure Inside page
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Company Name

We process over 12 million 
aircraft position update every 
minute

fact one
We have a database of over 18 
million hazards that we make 
drone pilots aware of

fact two
We are working with 
regulators round the 
world to help inform the 
next generation of drone 
regulations

fact three

Neil Kidd
CTO

Mentors: Rosemary Lockhorst

www.altitudeangel.com

neil@altitudeangel.com

www.twitter.com/altitudeangel
Existing clients Funding requirement

Three need-to-know facts:
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Revenue Forecast

Yes but under NDA

Altitude Angel

Problem:
Altitude Angel is thinking ahead to a future where our skies are filled with civilian unmanned 
aircraft (“drones”) performing varied tasks, ranging from agricultural surveys to aerial filming, 
from security to powerline and rail inspection, even delivering anything from medical supplies to 
take-away food. To successfully integrate these vehicles into existing global airspace, the drones 
need improved situational awareness (of each other, of hazards in the air and on the ground, 
restricted airspace and even manned aviation) and coordination. We’re building services offered 
via real-time APIs that meet these requirements to open the skies up, safely, to anyone that 
requires access to these aerial capabilities.

Solution:
Our cloud platform monitors all global aviation traffic in real-time, understands the activation 
and deactivation of national no-fly zones and watches for hazardous weather conditions, 
delivering this data directly to drone operators or Altitude Angel-enabled drones or drone apps. 
Any hardware vendor can connect their drones to Altitude Angel’s network, and all drones that 
are connected benefit from collision avoidance with each other, geo-fenced areas and manned 
aviation. We also have the world’s most accurate real-time Drone Safety Map, which helps human 
operators to plan their flights with greater respect to the current operating environment.

Market opportunity facts:
· Global procurement software sales are in excess of $10 Billion

· NASA predict 20m drone flights/day by 2020

· Drones predicted to be a $12bn industry by 2020

· FAA forecast 7 million commercial drones sold by 2020

DRONE TECHNOLOGY

CAPITALISEHOME WELCOME AGENDA ACCELERATOR NIVAURA FITWELL MENTION SIME DX FURO INSTANDA PINIPA ALTITUDE 
ANGEL

PARTNERS & 
SUPPORTERS

GUEST  
BIOGRAPHIES

14
DENDRITE GLISSER

HOME WELCOME AGENDA VENTURES POBBLE TIQ FLOCKPIT ANTSTREAM FARMFLO CONVERFIT ALFRED  
SMART HOME

BRANDANALYTIC PREMFINA INGRESS ONE PARTNERS & 
SUPPORTERS

PANEL  
BIOGRAPHIES

Flockpit
Problem:
Eyewitness reports and influencer statements make social media the 
fastest source of news today. Social media also contains vast amounts of 
unstructured behavioural data such as sentiment, intentions and opinions 
that indicate future trends. Currently, financial institutions have no way 
of incorporating this data into quantitative decision-making models in 
investment and risk management. Hence, they are exposed to market 
shake-ups and miss profitable trading opportunities.

Solution:
Flockpit quantifies social media by turning millions of messages into low-
latency indicators that are readable by humans and machines. 
Our unique user score allows us to measure influencer activity, which shows 
a 0.8 correlation with volatility spikes, volume increases and the appearance 
of abnormal returns. We also calculate two dimensions of sentiment, 
algorithmically determine whether a message contains an opinion or fact 
and if the topic is new. 
Flockpit alerts traders of high-impact news on social media, often giving 
them an edge of several minutes over news agencies and our low processing 
latency of < 4ms allows them to trade on data contained in a tweet before it 
can be read by human eyes.

Market opportunity facts:

· Financial information is a USD 158bn/year market.

· Integration with technology providers will allow us to reach 900,000 end  
 clients within their current systems.

· The use of quantitative social media analytics will become an industry   
 standard.

· Financial institutions are currently yearning for innovation.

The European Central Bank 
confirmed our research 
finding in an independent 
study this summer, 
which states that Twitter 
bullishness is a leading 
indicator for next-day index 
returns

fact one
Both co-founders have a 
background in quantitative 
finance and High 
Frequency Trading Strategy 
development

fact two
We are the only company 
in this field to provide these 
analytics for emerging 
markets like Russia and 
China

fact three

Larissa E 
Lielacher
Director

Mentor: Peter Jäger

www.flockpit.com

larissa@flockpit.com

www.twitter.com/Flockpit

Existing clients Funding requirement

Three need-to-know facts:
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Revenue Forecast

Microsoft Pitch

Microsoft Pitch

Microsoft Pitch inside spread

Microsoft Pitch inside spread

The Pitch
Café de Paris
3 Coventry Street, 
London W1D 6BL
January 27th 2016
From 15:00
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ELGA water brochure

ELGA water brochure

ELGA water brochure spreads

ELGA water brochure spreads

Guaranteeing 
pure water for 
your application

Wasseraufbereitung für 
Notfälle und geplante oder 
mehrjährige Einsätze

Mobile Water Services

WATER TECHNOLOGIES



POSTERS

Film poster

Poster for cinemas

Logo for film company

Film poster design

Poster for cinemas



WEBSITE DESIGN

100% IT NOVA

nouvelle energy



Liebermann Lloyd Web Design

Home Page

Retirement Review Ltd   Home page
WEBSITE DESIGN

Liebermann LloydRetirement Review Ltd

Retirement Review Ltd 
logo design

AOSpine Congress

Swiss 721 Thin BT
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Retirement Review Ltd  Logo (2 Colours used)
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Microsoft

Microsoft email header

Before campaign*

During campaign**

Performance against  top games pool**

Highlights

Long tail campaign impact

Public Relations

Store Performance
Windows Phone8

£

Prominently 
featured in 
nationwide 
TV advertising

High-profile 
endorsement from 
Jonathan Ross 
via Twitter

4 star review in the Sun 
newspaper & online

Reached top paid 
app in 14 countries 
duing first half of 
March 2013

Average star rating 4.6Trial-to-paid 
conversion 
outperformed other 
premium titles

Featured in new 
Holly Willoughby 
Windows Phone 8 
TV ad aired from 
February 18th

Journalist reviews 
in The Sun 
newspaper, 
The Telegraph, 
Mobile Choice 
and many others

Number of 
people to 
see PR

90m
The Sun (7.3m readers 
and 25m visits per 
month to the website) 
gives Chimpact 4/5 in 
its review

Jonthan Ross
(UK celebrity
3m+followers) 
tweets about 
playing 
Chimpact.

Approached directly 
by investors looking 
to inject cash–now 
confirmed

Exclusive 
versions of 
Chimpact for 
Sony, Samsung 
& Lenovo

Turner Cartoon Network ask 
Yippee to develop “Gumball”, 
Kellogs Miel Pops & Coco Pops 
game after 
viewing TV ad

The Microsoft “hero app” backing 
was 50x more effective than the 
publisher’s own PR

Recognition for 
business success in 
regional awards

The sequal – “Chimpact Run” – will 
be exclusive to Windows Store and 
Windows Phone 8 for 2 months

Downloads Trial conversions Total paid       %

Downloads Trial conversions Total paid       %

Downloads Trial conversions Total paid       %

* from 10/12/12 - 27/1/13   ** from 11/2/13 - 31/3/13

* from 10/12/12 - 27/1/13   ** from 11/2/13 - 31/3/13

5354 7% 621       12%

26437 10% 3932      15%

198800 6% 24355    12%

p 494% p 135% p 128%p 633%

Before campaign*

During campaign**

Windows Store

Downloads Trial conversions Total paid       %

Downloads Trial conversions Total paid       %

45642 3% 2852      6%

Star ratings

Star ratings

Others Chimpact

4.62 Stars

p 103%

Chimpact

4.18 Stars

4.49 Stars

66224 5% 7069      11%
p 145% p 173% p 171%p 248%

Share p 12% p 155%     p 122%
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Microsoft Greenshoots
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nouvelle
energy
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nouvelle
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nouvelle
energy

energy energy energy

oil & gas trading

drilling ships supply vessels

semi-submersible rigsjack-up rigs

semi-submersible ships

Nouvelle Energy Logo Colour Spec

Cool Grey 11c

Pantone

Cyan = 0

Magenta = 0

Yellow = 0

Black (K) = 70

CMYK

Red = 112

Green = 113

Blue = 115

RGB

DARK GREY

484c

Pantone

Cyan = 30

Magenta = 100

Yellow = 100

Black (K) = 0

A note on RAL colours:
RAL specifications are approximations only 

and final appearance cannot be guaranteed. 

We recommend only using RAL colours where 

standard printing specifications are unavailable.

CMYK

Red = 181

Green = 22

Blue = 33

RGB

RED

Red = 198

Green = 199

Blue = 200

Cool Grey 5c

Pantone

Cyan = 0

Magenta = 0

Yellow = 0

Black (K) = 30

CMYK RGB

LIGHT GREY

RAL 3001

RAL

RAL 9007

RAL

RAL 7035

RAL

LOGO DESIGN

Nouvelle corporate ID



Safeguard your business  
with Voice Continuity  

uninterrupted telecoms

ifonic Brochure.indd   1 18/04/2011   16:56

“As a company providing high 

quality IT support services, we 

need our customers to be confident 

that we can always be reached just 

when they need us the most. The 

perception that something had gone 

wrong with our own infrastructure 

would not only be a major 

embarrassment and raise questions 

about our reliability, it would be 

potentially very damaging to our 

profitability in the short, medium 

and long terms.”

Nigel Holmes 
NetVector Consulting Ltd.

ifonic Brochure.indd   5 18/04/2011   16:56

Cliff Stanford
Managing Director

cliff@ifonic.com

One Portland Place

London

W1B 1PN

0845 004 5678

www.ifonic.com

DDI: 020 0222 1666

Mob: 07973 616 666

Cliff Stanford
Managing Director

cliff@ifonic.com

One Portland Place

London

W1B 1PN

0845 004 5678

www.ifonic.com

DDI: 020 0222 1666

Mob: 07973 616 666

LOGO DESIGN

ifonic logo and implementation



ARCANET
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Think outside the box
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Software Enabled Logo Design V4

A curve ball when compared to the others, this idea reverses the S and E in their own 
“switch”, with a pro-active, action-style centre device. This stands out from others in the 
industry. Sub-branding again possible via the strap area.

Software Enabled
s e r v i c e s

Software Enabled Logo Design V4

A curve ball when compared to the others, this idea reverses the S and E in their own 
“switch”, with a pro-active, action-style centre device. This stands out from others in the 
industry. Sub-branding again possible via the strap area.

Software Enabled
s e r v i c e s

LOGO DESIGN

Arcanet

PanEuro windows

NCUP

Software Enabled and implementation
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Advanced Healthcare

Redline PR

Microsoft TALC

EA accountancy
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